FLAT RELIEF EMBLEM BROCHURE
~ RELIGIOUS SYMBOLS ~

LATIN CROSS - PLAIN
SOLID
FM 1

LATIN CROSS - SERIF
SOLID
FM 3

LATIN CROSS - OUTLINE
FM 47

LATIN CROSS - THIN
FM 4

LATIN CROSS - STYLISED
FM 67

LATIN CROSS - BOTORNEE
FM 10

LATIN CROSS - STEPPED
SOLID
FM 81

CELTIC CROSS - PLAIN
SOLID
FM 2

CELTIC CROSS - SERIF
SOLID
FM 48

CELTIC CROSS - OUTLINE
FM 65

CELTIC CROSS - THIN
SOLID
FM 66

CELTIC CROSS OUTLINE
FM 982
FLAT RELIEF EMBLEM BROCHURE
~ RELIGIOUS SYMBOLS ~

CORNISH CROSS
FM 9

ORTHODOX CROSS - BOTORNEE
FM 11

ORTHODOX CROSS - 2 BAR
FM 7

ORTHODOX CROSS - 3 BAR
FM 8

ST BERNARD’S CROSS
FM 70

LATIN CROSS HIGHLIGHTED
FM 216

MERCY CROSS I
FM 755

MERCY CROSS II
FM 756

FAITHIST
FM 390

ANKH
FM 436

ANKH
FM 670

GAELIC CROSS
FM 213

PHOENIX FAIRY

CROSSES 8B2
FLAT RELIEF EMBLEM BROCHURE
~ RELIGIOUS SYMBOLS ~

APOSTOLIC CROSS
FM 971

BAPTIST CHURCH
FM 82

GLORY CROSS
FM 933

ST JOSEPH’S CROSS
FM 387

LATIN CROSS
STYLISED
FM 217

LATIN CROSS
& FLOWERS
FM 825

CELTIC CROSS - STYLISED
FM 68

FLEUR CROSS
FM 983

CROSS & SUNSET
FM 360

CROSSES

PHOENIX

POUDROY

8B3
FLAT RELIEF EMBLEM BROCHURE
~ RELIGIOUS SYMBOLS ~

GREEK ORTHODOX
FM 760

MARIST BROTHERS
FM 761

SALVATION ARMY
FM 37

EASTERN STAR
FM 64

PERSIAN SYMBOL
FM 762

ST PAUL’S SYMBOL
FM 765

SECTARIAN CHURCH
FM 763

OM - HINDU
FM 72

ST SIMON’S SYMBOL
FM 764

MENORAH - JEWISH
FM 394

MENORAH - JEWISH
FM 395

MENORAH - JEWISH
FM 50

MENORAH - JEWISH
FM 397

SYMBOLS OF FAITH
FLAT RELIEF EMBLEM BROCHURE
~ RELIGIOUS SYMBOLS ~

MORMON SYMBOL
FM 15

ST CHRISTOPHER
FM 981

STATUE OF MARY
FM 771

ST MICHAEL
FM 766

BIBLE
FM 767

BABY IN HAND
FM 686

CHILD IN HAND
FM 573

MARY MACKILLOP
FM 4847

BUDDAH
FM 4805

JESUS WITH LAMB
FM 768

HOLY INFANT JESUS OF PRAGUE
(LARGER PLAQUES ONLY)
FM 772

JOSEPH, MARY & CHILD
FM 359

RELIGIOUS ICONS